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Cellular phone lets you dial with one touch
Nokia 918. Weighing in at 7.6 ounces, this cellular has one -touch Voicemail access
and supports Caller ID (where available). Look up one of 40 names or numbers, then
dial with one touch. Hands -free capability-so you can keep both hands on the
wheel when driving. Call logs display last 10 dialed, received and missed calls. Use
one or all 3 levels of security to help prevent unauthorized use of phone. Call timers
show how much time you've spent in calls on your phone. Choose from 5 ringing
tones. Adjustable earpiece volume. Standard battery provides up to 100 minutes talk
time or 21 hours of standby time. 1110 17-1242 See store for price

CELLULAR PHONE ACCESSORIES See Index for these listings:
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It's Your Life;
Nokia Has
Your Phone
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Call Logs. Store recent incoming and outgoing
calls in the phone's memory.

Handsfree. Allows you to drive with both hands
on the wheel. Use your phone without holding
the handset. Requires car kit.

Talk time. Minutes available to talk on your
wireless phone with a fully charged battery.

Standby time. Time per battery charge that
your phone can be left "on" to receive calls

Etri Fashion mini cellular with vibrating alert
Nokia 282. Weighs just 41/2 ounces, plus the folding design makes it easy to carry
Vibrating alert discreetly alerts you to calls. Six preset ring/volume levels allow quid
setting changes to fit your environment. Store up to 75 names and numbers. Finc
number quickly by typing in first letter of name. VIP ringing tune-select from 12 rinc
tunes and assign one to any number. Caller ID -capable (where available). Call log!
display last 15 dialed, received and missed calls. Up to 100 minutes talk time or 2L
hours standby. Four colors. LA Black 17-1226, Pewter 17-1251, Satin Silver,
17-1252, Velvet Indigo 17-1253 See store for price
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